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How to Use this Book 
What I have written here is not a list of “Sex Tips” or a step by step instruction manual.   
This book is written as an invitation to consciously explore your full sexual self, awaken 
dormant desires, bring your sexuality into the forefront of your enjoyment and health 
and most importantly to have fun doing it!  My intention is to plant seeds that stoke your 
creative fire and empower you to find new expressions of yourself in every area of your 
life.  If something I offer excites you, then run with it.  If something I offer turns you off 
then feel free to let it be.  Either way you’ve learned something about yourself and your 
sexual preferences. 

I recommend reading the first 8 tips in the Communication and Presence & 
Enjoyment sections as a foundation for everything else.  From here you can go to what 
calls you and read in any order.  You will find links to Resources for further reading at 
the end of some sections. I have labeled the sections for organization however, our 
sexuality is fluid and multifaceted as are the ways we love.  Use what’s here as a way to 
choose your own adventure.  

Keeping It Hot - Long Term Relationships
I was inspired to write this book because I believe that long term relationships can 
indeed maintain their passion.   Having worked with many couples and being a student 
of love myself, I know that every relationship has its ebbs and flows.  There are 
moments of ecstatic bliss, moments of great challenge and many satisfying and 
mundane moments in between.  On any aspect of the spectrum we can consciously and 
powerfully choose our partner and our relationship.  When we are intimately connected, 
or at least committed to being intimately connected, it makes for a much easier time 
navigating the rough waters.  We stay connected to that powerful choice--love.

Sparking the Flame - New Relationships
New relationships become an opportunity for our own rediscovery.  In the reflection of 
this new person we see our own habits, realize places for letting go and places for 
expansion.  We are presented with a fresh perspective of endless opportunities.  In the 
early days we create patterns that will stay with us throughout the duration of our 
relationship.  When we begin our sexual relationships from a place of openness, 
acceptance, honesty and curiosity, we invite an environment that allows us to freely 
express our desires from our unique perspective.

Proclaimer
To explore sexually is to explore the deepest aspects of self.  Your sexuality can be a 
doorway into more confidence and freedom in every area of your life.  Know that when 
you explore outside of your comfort zone things can come up.   You will face your 
insecurities, resentment, past trauma and hurt.  Know that this is perfectly normal and a 
healthy part of personal growth. This is an opportunity to let go of old patterns and 
create new ones.  Remember, we’re trying to get out of our habits here.  Most 
importantly release any kind of judgement toward yourself.  Judgement is like adding 
salt to a wound.  You feel something bad and then you judge yourself for feeling that 
way and then you feel doubly bad.  When you find yourself judging immediately replace 
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that judgement with forgiveness toward yourself.  The more self love we cultivate, the 
more love we have to give to our partners!

I also want to celebrate our personal and distinct sexual expressions.  I am writing about 
things that are familiar to me and that I think can be integrated by a variety of people in 
different types and stages of relationship.  There are infinite ways to play in the 
playground of love.  May this be an opportunity for you to awaken your inner erotic 
explorer and revel in the practice of self-discovery.

Good Communication As Foreplay
To have fully expressed and fully satisfying sex it is helpful to be able to share the 
following with our lovers:

• what drives us wild 
• what turns us off  
• our feelings
• how we like to be touched, tickled, kissed, teased, licked, nibbled, fondled, penetrated, 

talked to, spanked, tied up, oiled down and any variations there of
• where our secret buttons reside
• our erotic charges and fantasies
• what makes us feel safe and what provokes fear or discomfort.

Whether exploring new territory or reinvigorating the familiar, a good communication 
practice can make all the difference. Communication is a practice, a skill to constantly 
develop and refine.  No one has to be perfect in their communication 100% of the time. 
It is perfectly acceptable to run into some bumps as you try on more authentic 
communication.  When things get uncomfortable, communicate with your partner about 
whatever you are feeling.  “I’m feeling awkward”, “I’m feeling self-conscious,” “I’m 
feeling insecure,” “I feel like I could have said that differently.”  Take ownership of all 
aspects of yourself.  Acknowledge the places where you are doing well as well as the 
places where you know you can do better.  

For the position of the listener, when your partner expresses discomfort or shows 
emotion, don’t try to fix it, just listen to them and be there for them.  Two very effective 
phrases are “I understand” and “I hear you.”

It is also perfectly acceptable to change your mind.  You might decide you want to try 
something and then you might decide it’s not for you.  You might have an old pattern 
that you would rather transform into something else.

As we push the boundaries of our inner landscape there are times we will feel open and 
expansive and times we will become fearful and contract.  It is in the awareness of our 
feelings that we create endless possibilities.

1.  Talk About It - For some reason we have a cultural belief that talking about sex ruins 
the moment and kills spontaneity.  I absolutely disagree.  Talking about sex is 1) really 
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hot, 2) great foreplay and 3) the doorway into more spontaneity and much wilder romps.  
I attribute a large part of my amazing sex life to the fact that I’m always thinking and 
talking about sex.  After all, it is my job.  I think if more people treated it like a job, by 
which I mean a passionate priority, there would be much more sexual satisfaction out 
there.  Bring sex into the forefront of your conversations with potential lovers and long 
term partners. 

Tips For Talking:

• The more you practice it the easier it becomes.  I know it may be awkward at first but 
the more you do it the easier the words will come. You will find your empowered voice.  
Remember people appreciate honesty and authenticity.

• Talk outside of the bedroom.  Don’t start a conversation about what you want or how 
you want it when you are about to get it on.  Have these conversations at other times 
like when you’re out for a walk or on a date.

2.  Boundaries and Negotiation - Communicating and setting boundaries makes us feel 
safe and this safety grants us incredible freedom.  In situations where you feel 
vulnerable, are trying something new or playing with a potential edge like in BDSM, it’s 
crucial to negotiate your boundaries ahead of time.  Always let your partner know if 
anything is off limits.  

Exercise:  Use the stop light system to easily communicate in the throes of passion.  
Say the word, YELLOW to caution your partner that something is starting to feel too 
intense or on the edge of your boundary.  RED means to stop what they are doing 
immediately.  Of course you can always say GREEN to encourage them to keep going!

Resource:  How Talking Can Be the Best Foreplay

Presence & Enjoyment
This might seem obvious, but if you enjoy sex, it’s a lot better!  In all seriousness there 
are a few things you can do in any sexy encounter that provoke the possibility of deeper 
and more pleasurable experiences all around.

3.  Embrace the Journey - Hot sex and intimate connection are dynamic, moving and 
ever-changing just like the people involved.  It’s when we think we have it figured out, or 
give up all together, that things lose their charge and get boring.  Let yourself be a 
sexplorer and celebrate the adventure.  You may have times that you feel like a sexual 
virtuoso and you will definitely have times where you feel like an awkward teenager.  
Revel in the discovery without being attached to a particular outcome.  

4.  Let Go of the “Big O” - For many people sex becomes a conquest for a single 
moment of ecstasy and release.  This narrow definition of orgasm has us missing the 
millions of moments of bliss that are available from the moment we think about our 
partner to looking into their eyes to breathing them in to the second our lips meet to the 
remarkable moment of penetration to the rocking, grinding and pounding to the 
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sweetness of pure stillness.  It is possible to experience orgasmic euphoria in any and 
all of these moments.  First we must let go of the goal of reaching orgasm and that sex 
is only successful when orgasm happens for both partners.  We can also develop 
habitual patterns in our effort to reach orgasm.  These habits lend themselves to doing it 
the same way every time.  Boring!

Exercise:  Plan a session with your lover where neither of you will reach climax.  
(The definition of climax here is genital orgasm and male ejaculation).  Set a timer for 30 
minutes and play, caress and fuck until your heart’s desire.  You both are committed to 
not cum.  Notice all of the other sensations that you are experiencing from your head to 
your toes.  Notice your partner and witness what brings them pleasure.  Discover how 
amazing sex can be even without orgasm!  

Note:  You may find that trying to avoid orgasm is actually a big turn on and that the 
more you try to avoid it the more your body wants to do it.  That’s OK!  You may have to 
take stillness breaks or slow down and breathe to back away from your edge.  This is 
great opportunity for more enjoyment.  And if someone does cum that’s perfectly OK 
too.  It just means you get to try again!  

5.  Think Outside the Box--pun intended! - We are more than our genitals.  Just like we 
get singly focused on orgasm, we also think that sex is only about our genitals.  Our 
bodies are full of erogenous zones and places of pleasure.  Include the whole body in 
your love making.  Start with kissing or a foot massage and slowly, very slowly, make 
your way to your partner’s genitals.  Don’t get between the legs until you’ve taken a tour 
of his neck, back, arms, legs, fingers, chest, belly, thighs and . . . you get the idea.  
When you do get to the juiciest parts don’t forget about the other players in this 
symphony of ecstasy, come back to them again and again!

6.  Flirt - Recently I heard an interview with another sex educator who has been married 
for 23 years.  His words of advice were “to always keep sex on the table.”  I couldn't 
agree more.  What he meant by this is that if you keep the prospect of sex alive, if 
you’re in perpetual flirtation, then there is a consistent energy of aliveness and 
excitement in the relationship.  Send a seductive invitation or a note of appreciation via 
text, email, instant message or an old fashioned written note.  Send these messages 
when you’re apart from your lover, when they are sitting in the next room or across from 
you at dinner.  Whether you’ve been together for two weeks or 40 years let your lover 
know how bad you want them.

5.  Sex on the Table - If you only wait until you’re in the bedroom to initiate a love fest 
chances are you’ll be tired or you’ll end up in the same predictable routine.  Spice things 
up with a little creativity and spontaneity.  Try a passionate tongue kiss in the laundry 
room, do the dishes naked or bend her right over the dining room table.  Reconnect to 
your teenage years with a groping session in the car.  Get back to nature and do it 
outside in your backyard.   
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6.  Schedule It - Thanks to romantic movies we have the cultural impression that sex 
always happens in spontaneous moments when both partners are suddenly struck by 
eruptive carnal desire for one another and that time opens up as we are swept down an 
eruptive river by the current of lust.  This is bullshit.  If we wait for the perfect moment to 
strike, it just might never happen.

Couples I work with often scoff at the idea of scheduling date nights let alone putting 
sex on their calendars.  If you are passionate about hobbies, your work, have a busy 
social life, have children and anything else required of a modern householder, you will 
likely find that intimacy gets trumped by other obligations or the sheer fact that you’re 
exhausted at the end of the day.   Make sex a priority and add your partner to your daily 
to do list.  This e-book is full of sexy activities you can put on your planner.

7.  Take Care of Your Needs First - If your fuel tank is on empty, you won’t have 
anything left to give to someone else.  Self-care is essential for being a bad-ass in the 
bedroom.  How can you make someone else feel good if you’re feeling lousy?  Self-care 
can take many forms.  Here are some basic examples:  

• rejuvenation - sleep, rest and relaxation 
• personal pleasure - spa time, massage, mani/pedi, taking a bath, chocolate
• mindfulness - meditation, walking, yoga, deep breathing
• exercise - any physical activity that makes you smile and gets your blood pumping

8.  Humor - Sex is funny.  The sounds, the faces, the awkward maneuvers can all be 
hilarious.  A little laughter can lighten things up and makes us relax as we release 
endorphins and feel good hormones.  Remember, you’re supposed to enjoy sex! 

Sensory Play
Coming back to the genitals, or should I say away from them, when we invite more of 
ourselves to participate we can experience more sensation and greater pleasure 
potential.  

9.  Men are Visual - Typically men are turned on by visual stimulation.  Hence the 
multimillion dollar porn industry!  That means he wants to see you, all of you, so let him 
turn up the lights and adore your sexiness. (He’s not worried about your cellulite or 
stomach--he’s too busy taking in everything else).  Here are a few ways to play in the 
visual realm.

• Surprise him by wearing something sexy.
• Make a home video together and then watch it.
• Set up a mirror at the end of the bed for a “rear view.”

10.  Women are Aural (Sorry, that’s not Oral!) - Women are typically turned on by what 
they hear.  She might be more effected by a sexy play list, your sounds and breathing or 
sweet somethings whispered in her ear.  She may also love to hear a sexy story in 
which she is the main character.  
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11.  Touch - The next time you are knocking boots or giving some head, I want you to 
notice how little you use your hands.  We have these two tantalizing tools available at all 
times and we rarely use them to their full potential.  There are a few ways to practice 
incorporating our hands into the mix and also to learn what really drives our partners 
wild.

12.  Sensual Oil Massage - For some a sensual massage is the ultimate foreplay.  It 
helps us to relax, become present and connect with our bodies.  The sensual massage 
is not a deep tissue massage where you’re rubbing out all the stress knots--unless of 
course that turns your partner on--instead think of it as erotic touch.  Use tons of oil and 
long firm strokes.  No areas are off limits, but take your time getting to the sexiest parts.  
You will build a lot of arousal if you spend a good amount of time on the thighs and butt 
before getting to the parts in between.  I recommend organic sesame oil 
(which will be available on my website soon) or organic coconut oil.  Heat your bottle of 
oil in a pot of warm water for bonus points.

13.  Touch Based Sensory Play - Choose numerous household items that will provide 
different types of sensation.  Find objects with varying weights, sizes and shapes.  A 
feather, a wooden spoon, something scratchy, something fuzzy.  You can also 
experiment with temperature by using items that are either warm or cold.  Don’t let your 
partner see the items you have chosen.  

You will increase your partner’s touch preceptors by closing off other senses.  You will 
need a blindfold.  An optional item is ear plugs.  It can be vulnerable to be blindfolded so 
be sure to discuss boundaries beforehand.  Ask your partner if any body part or type of 
touch is off limits.  For example, “Please don’t pinch my nipples,” or “I don’t want to be 
tickled.”  You can decide if genital touch will be involved or not. (I suggest trying it both 
ways)  If genital touch is involved, you might discuss whether or not your partner wants 
to climax.  It’s a good idea to set a time limit for how long your partner will be the 
receiver.  Once you have negotiated your play, blindfold your partner and ask her to lie 
down.  Encourage your partner to begin to breathe deeply through her mouth and relax.   

With your items within reach, begin to touch your partner starting with the arms and 
legs. (Take your time getting to the more arousing and sensitive places).  Alternate 
between different items and sensations, light touch and firm touch as well as complete 
stillness.  You can use your hands and finger tips in addition to the items you have 
gathered. 

This is an opportunity for the giver to be absolutely present and aware of everything that  
is happening with the receiver.  Notice her breath; when does it speed up or deepen?  
Notice what makes her squirm, what allows her to let go and relax. Continue to 
encourage your partner to breathe deeply and also make sound as the excitement 
builds.    
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If there is genital touch involved, continue to also touch the rest of the body spreading 
the sexual sensation around.  When the time limit is up you can either continue on in 
your sensual play or just hold your partner and take time to ground for several minutes.  
They will have had a lot of energy stirred.  When the whole experience is complete have 
a download.  Discuss what you learned about yourselves and each other.

Variation - Tie your partner up with some soft restraints. 

Self Pleasure
I prefer the term self pleasure over masturbation.  I also like the Taoist term solo 
cultivation.  In our society we have been imprinted with the idea that touching ourselves 
is dirty or bad.  The origins of the word masturbate mean “to pollute oneself.”  I find that 
women in particular have a lot of shame and fear around touching their most intimate 
parts.  Giving yourself pleasure is normal and good for your health.  By learning what 
gets you off you are doing yourself a favor as well as all of your lovers.  How can you 
say what you like if you don’t know?  How can you give someone a map if you don’t 
know the terrain?  Furthermore, we can be empowered to manage our own health when 
we know what is healthy and normal for us.  Self pleasure is an important practice 
whether you are single or in a partnership.  Make a commitment to your own personal 
pleasure practice and support your partner to do the same.

Here’s how you can incorporate self pleasure into partnered sex:

14.  Mutual masturbation - Self pleasuring with your partner let’s you see how he 
touches himself and clues you in to what works well for him.  This is also an opportunity 
to release sexual shame and reclaim this sacred act by lovingly witnessing each other.  
Not to mention that watching your partner in ecstasy is super sexy. 

You can position yourself facing each other or, if you’re feeling shy, side by side.  You 
can choose to begin engaged with your partner kissing and building some heat.  Then 
when you go into your individual experiences stay connected to yourself and what 
you’re feeling while sending unconditional love to your partner.  Don’t be afraid to let 
them know how beautiful they look in their bliss.  When you are complete come back 
together by holding each other and processing the experience.
     
Sacred Sex
First and foremost I want to be clear that I think every sexual encounter is sacred 
whether we are practicing Tantra or spanking and talking dirty.  In fact, I see every 
moment as humans on earth as sacred.  

There are also mystic and spiritual traditions that celebrate sex as a sacred practice.  
Tantra and Taoism are two of the more well known eastern systems that unite sex, 
health and spirit.  These sacred sexual traditions tend to be heart centered, invite us to 
slow down and provide a feeling of ritual.  They encourage a broader definition of sex 
and orgasm and view sexuality as an opportunity for emotional and spiritual growth.  
Sexual energy is cultivated as an integral part of radiant health, vitality and longevity. 
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Incorporating aspects from the sacred sex traditions into your love making can give you 
more ways to play and provide you with deeper connection. 

15.  Intention - There are many different reasons that we have sex.  We might be having 
sex for pure pleasure, to create new life, to explore a new part of ourselves, to release 
energy and emotion, to connect to another or to manifest our dreams.  Setting intention 
can bring more meaning, context or power to anything we do.   Declare an intention for 
your love making and let it rest in your heart.  You can share it with your lover or keep it 
for yourself.

16.  Heart Connection - There seems to be an assumption that sex and love always go 
together and we should automatically feel love if we are having sex.  There can be a 
much different experience of love when we consciously cultivate heart connection.

The energetic heart is located just at the center of the chest below the collar bones and 
around the top of the breasts.  Connect to your own heart center by placing your hand 
on it.  Don’t worry too much about exact location, you will feel it instinctively and your 
hand will nestle in like a puzzle piece.  To increase the energy of the heart, massage in 
a clockwise position.  

You can connect to your partner’s heart at any time by placing a hand over their heart 
center.  Here are some ways this can look:

• Touch your partner’s heart as you gaze into her eyes.
• Touch your partner’s heart while gently holding his genitals in the other hand.
• Stroke from the heart to the genitals and back.  
• Place your hand at your heart when you are receiving from your partner.  

In sacred sex practices there is always attention on deep breathing, slowing down and 
observing sensation.  Think of sacred sex as a way to marinate in the feelings and 
experience of your love.

Igniting the Fire - Getting Naughty
Naughty can be a way to embrace and transform shame into something that really turns 
us on.  Depending on how we grew up, our cultural beliefs and early development, we 
will each have different things that push our taboo button.  Spend some time thinking 
about things that might simultaneously excite you and make you feel bad.  Let go of 
judgement--the part that feels bad--and allow yourself to go there.  When we give 
ourselves permission to indulge in the things we feel are naughty, it can lead to an erotic 
super charge.    

17.  Dirty Talk - An easy way to get started with dirty talk is to describe what is 
happening in the moment.  “I love the way you lick me.”  “You are so wet.”  You can also 
make requests for what you’d like to happen, “I want to suck your cock.”   “I want to 
bend you over the desk.”
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If you are utterly uncomfortable using “dirty” words, practice saying them to yourself at 
times outside of the love den.  Do a little research ahead of time if there’s any words in 
particular that might drive your partner wild or words that might be a turn off.  For 
instance, some women love being called a dirty slut in the heat of the moment other 
women might be completely offended.  

Fantasy
Our imagination is one of the greatest gifts for getting outside of ourselves and keeping 
it fresh between the sheets.  Within our creative minds there are infinite landscapes to 
frolic in.   There are a couple of steps that some of us might need to pass through in 
order to uncover our fantasies.

---The first step is to acknowledge that you have fantasies and begin to identify them.  I 
used to think that I didn’t have fantasies because I thought fantasies looked a certain 
way.  I also had some shame around admitting that I had fantasies.  I wasn’t 
acknowledging the flashes across my mind or background story as fantasy.  

What or who do you think about when you self pleasure?  Do you get turned on by 
certain thoughts or stories?  Do you sometimes imagine yourself in a role or as a 
character when you’re making love? 

----The second step is to create space for fantasy in your relationship.  Embrace your 
own fantasies and allow your partner to express her fantasies without shame or 
judgement.  If you find yourself feeling jealous or threatened by your partner’s fantasy 
let them know and then work through the feelings together.  If something your partner 
shares triggers past hurt it is not your partner’s fault.  Remember that the wonderful 
thing about fantasy is that it is NOT reality.  What happens in your fantasies, stays in 
your fantasies.   

Resource:  Zen and The Art of Dealing with Jealousy

18.  Role Play - Role play is a type of fantasy where both partners are players and 
shape the story together.  It’s a fantasy you share.  One person may take the role as 
director or it might be a spontaneous co-creation.  There are innumerable people to play 
in fantasy land and everyone will have distinct erotic preferences. 

Personally, I never knew how into role playing I was and how fun it can be until I found 
myself doing it.  I had a partner that was an avid role player and invited me on his 
journeys.  Playing adult make-believe is so hot!

Here are a few ways to initiate role play:

19.  Dress Up - Surprise your partner by showing up in costume and character as the 
school girl, the cowboy, the doctor, the librarian, the hooker, the math teacher, the pool 
guy and the list goes on. 
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20.  Let’s Play Doctor - This is a role play game that gives you many scenarios to act 
out.  It’s fun for getting direction in where to start or for discovering new scenarios you 
haven’t thought of.  You can find this and other games here:  http://www.tkgsf.com/
products_lets-play-doctor.html  

Fanning the Flames - Keeping It Fresh

21.  Take a Sexy Class - This can be anything from salsa dancing to blow jobs 101.  Get 
out in the world and explore new sides of yourself and sharpen your sexy skills.  In most 
places you can find various classes on Tantra, massage, relationships, pole dancing 
and sex that range from G-rated to X-rated.  

22.  Sex Toys for Two - Incorporate sex toys into your partner play.  This brings more 
opportunities for different things to be humming at the same time.  Vibrators can also 
make orgasm much more accessible to women during intercourse.  

Resource:  5 Fun Things You Can Do with a Vibrator and Your Partner

Power Play
BDSM is the common term to describe the play of power and sexuality and stands for 
bondage and discipline, dominance and submission and sadism and masochism.   The 
image many of us have of BDSM involves whips, chains and leather, however there are 
infinite expressions of BDSM and ways to dabble.

First, it’s useful to notice if you are typically drawn to being more dominant or more 
submissive.  Are you always on top?  Are you more vocal about what you want to do 
with or to your partner?  Or, do you prefer that the other person take the lead?  
Sometimes people commit to only one of those roles always being dominant or 
submissive.  It can be fun to explore from both perspectives, one time you are in charge 
and another time you are in the passive position.  

23.  The Bossy Dom - Tell your servant what to do.  I want to watch while you touch 
yourself.  Now, take my clothes off with your teeth.  

24.  Soft Restraint - Tie your partner up with a material you find soft and sexy like lace, 
or colorful scarves.  You can tease them with kisses or add some gentle slaps with your 
hand, a wooden paddle or a leather belt.  

25.  Ravishment - This is a term that I first heard from my teacher Jaiya.  Ravishment 
describes a playful type of resistance play.  

Here’s a simple exercise to understand the concept of ravishment:   Press your hand 
into your partner’s hand.  Start with both of you giving an even amount of pressure.  
Now start to play with the giving and receiving of pressure.  You press a little harder and 
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your partner resists a little.  Or one person presses and the other receives the pressure.  
Soon there is an energetic dance between your hands and your bodies.    

You can do this same type of play with any body parts including your hips.  It can be a 
way to create a little obstacle or a little resistance in bed and build an erotic charge.  
Your partner presses into you and you resist by pressing back.

Games
We are not talking about the old paradigm games that cause drama here.  These games 
are creative ways to express your authentic sexual self.

26.  Yes, No, Maybe - This is a communication game that allows you to freely express 
your desires and receive clear answers from you partner.  Each person makes a list of 
3-5 things they would like to try.  Next, trade papers with your partner and they will write 
YES next to things that they are definitely in for, NO for things they definitely don’t want 
to do and MAYBE for things that they want to think about more.  It’s important to realize 
that maybe means no until it becomes a definite yes.  This is just something that can be 
on the table for further thought and discussion.

27.  Sex Toy Shopping - Going to a sex toy shop can be an erotic adventure in and of 
itself.    For an extra erotic charge add some mystery and anticipation to the experience.  
Enter the store together and each person has to secretly buy something for the other 
person, a game, a toy etc.  There are two ways it can go:  1)  buy something that you 
want them to use on you or 2) buy something that you will use on them.  Keep it a 
secret until you get home.  You can also play this game by ordering toys on the internet 
and revealing them at the same time.

28.  Obstacle - Jack Morin, therapist, researcher and author of The Erotic Mind, has 
developed what he calls the erotic equation:  attraction + obstacle = excitement.  
Obstacle is something that stands in the way of what we are attracted to which, in turn, 
makes us want the object of desire even more.  The obstacle piece often disappears in 
long term committed relationships.  While it’s a great thing to be emotionally and 
physically available for our partners, it may also dampen the intensity of desire.  
Fortunately there are many ways we can create playful obstacles.  Here are just a few 
examples of different rules you can make:

• You are not allowed to touch my vulva or penis for x amount of time.
• We can fool around but we can’t have intercourse.
• We have to keep our underwear on during play.
• You can look but you can’t touch.
• You can’t see me naked for x amount of days.

There are infinite ways to be a tantalizing tease by giving your lover something they 
want but can’t have.  Time apart also creates a natural obstacle.  Embrace work days or 
separate vacations as opportunities for lusty longing.
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Stoking the Fire - Mystery & Anticipation
Morin also coined four cornerstones of desire in his work, two of which are mystery and 
anticipation.   One of the reasons why we get so excited and obsessed with a new 
sexual interest is that there is an innate mystery to that person and we also greatly 
anticipate when we will see them again.  The more time we spend with someone and 
the better we get to know them, the less mystery and anticipation we tend to have.  
Many couples leave little space for mystery when sharing closets, bathrooms and 
bedrooms.  However, there are simple ways we can consciously create opportunities for 
a little mystique.     

29.  Close the Bathroom Door - It’s nice to have the level of intimacy with someone that 
we feel comfortable sharing just about any moment.  Unfortunately, this level of intimacy 
can also sacrifice our sexitude.  No matter how you slice it, for most of us watching 
someone floss, brush their teeth, pick their face, trim nose hair, pee or, god forbid, 
number two is not sexy!  There is a door on your bathroom for a reason, so unless you 
have a certain potty related fetish, close it and let your partner wonder what you’re up 
to, the mystery is likely much more exciting than the reality.

30.  Separate Before Your Date - The ritual of preparing for an evening out with a lover 
can become great foreplay.  When primping for a night out get ready separately.  Let the 
anticipation build as you take pleasure in everything from the oils or scents you put on 
to the sexy undergarments and finishing touches.  Reconvene for your night on the town 
when you and your partner are looking and feeling hot. 

Completion
After any play session it’s nice to feel a sense of completion and closure, whether or not 
we’ve had a mind blowing orgasm or ejaculation.  In the few minutes after we make 
love, we can develop a close bond through the exchange of a magical hormonal 
cocktail.  (This is also good to know if you choose not to bond with your lover!).  Take 
some time to snuggle, gaze into your partner’s eyes or thank them for loving you up so 
well.   Just as communication is amazing foreplay, it is also essential post play.  

31.  The Post Game Show - This term was coined by my teacher Ellen Heed.  Just like 
the Post Game Show reviews and highlights what happened after a professional 
sporting event,  we can also review our sexy time.  This is especially helpful when 
exploring new territory and always useful for understanding what makes us tick.  In any 
feedback session it is much more effective to use positive language and start from a 
place of what really worked.  I loved it when when you were doing short thrusts.  It drove 
me wild when you bit my ear.  After sharing highlights you can review what you might try 
differently next time or what took you out of the moment.  Always use “I” statements and 
describe how you are feeling.  I felt insecure when you asked to get on top.  Rather 
than, You ruined the moment when you asked to get on top.
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Sexual Wellness
Sex has always been very important to me and a satisfying sex life has been essential 
in my relationships.  This book developed out of my own constant quest to find new and 
interesting ways to keep it hot in my committed partnership.  What I’ve learned along 
the way is that our sexuality is far more complex than positions and techniques.  I’ve 
had to get to know myself in new ways and to heal past trauma and hurt.  We can heal 
ourselves and many aspects of our culture through conscious, empowered sexuality.  It 
is my mission to empower you to integrate sexuality as a major player in your mind, 
body and spiritual health.

There are infinite places to go in our sexploration and I plan to write a longer version of 
this guide in the near future.  Please send your questions, comments and experiences 
to laracatone@gmail.com so I can include them in the next edition!

Have a sexy day!
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